**2022 NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament Bracket Simulator**

Simulator Variant: Power Model

Choose a tournament type: Men's | Choose a Simulator Variant: Power Model | Generate Bracket

For more information on the derivation of these simulators, click [here](http://bracketodds.cs.illinois.edu/bracket.html?id=927d97f99dc75578).

---

Your bracket would have scored 1620 points and had 48 out of 63 games correct. (26,10,5,4,2,1) Click the button above to generate another bracket.

---

**West**

1 Gonzaga
16 George St.

1 Gonzaga
10 Memphis

5 Boise State
9 Memphis

5 UConn
12 NM State

4 Arizona
11 Vermont

3 Alabama
11 Notre Dame

2 Duke
23 CS Fullerton

**South**

1 Gonzaga
10 Memphis

1 UConn
4 Arkansas

5 Boise State
9 Memphis

5 UConn
12 NM State

4 Arizona
11 Vermont

3 Alabama
11 Notre Dame

2 Duke
23 CS Fullerton

---

**FINAL FOUR**

2 Duke
8 UNC

2 Villanova
1 Kansas

---

**CHAMPIONSHIP GAME**

8 UNC

1 Kansas

---

**NATIONAL CHAMPION**

1 Kansas

---
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Generate another bracket.